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ABSTRACT

and protocols, exercised in mobile banking and
discusses mobile banking services.

Since the introduction of banking sector in our
country and in other countries, traditional
banking system has been serving the mankind
in a good way. For the last decade, banking has

INTRODUCTION

taken a new form, banking at customer’s own

As mobile banking is a new system for customers

location. Mobile banking has come into view as a

to perform transactions, which is by far a

powerful provider of bunch of banking services.

convenient method for banking transactions and

The worldwide adoption of mobile banking will

this practice is going to increase more rapidly in

depend on the secure, reliable and effortless

future also. Mobile banking has come forward as

user interfaces. In recent years, M-banking has

a capable new application of the next generation

emerged as the main division of e-commerce

commerce

and m-commerce. Nowadays, Mobile banking

communications technology is redefining the

services

union of communications and computing[1].

comprises

of

information

inquiry,

-

mobile

commerce.

A

new

notifications as well as alerts, payment transfer

Mostly

etc. Mobile application handset is used for

gateway as well as security measures, which

linking customer handset with the server of the

increases their cost and infrastructure for their

bank for all above mentioned services. This

bank[2]. But major day-to-day banking activities

paper examines some significant standards

banks

are

using

secure

payment

are not only payment transfer but inquiries,

aimed at enhancing the screen and the keyboard

notifications and alerts as well.

of the mobile phone strive to convert it into a
usable and

GSM is the solitary network for transporting data in
mobile banking. Approximately 80 percent of all
mobile phones all around the world are branch
of this network[3]. This has led many developers

portable “pocket “cash point”

device[6]. Meanwhile, banks and other financial
institutions had sensed the huge potential of the
Internet and the escalating need for more
Internet banking.

to investigate extra convenient methods for
customers

to

perform

mobile

banking

While online banking described above can be

transactions. Mobile banking is a new system for

carried by a customer sitting in front of a personal

customers to perform

computer at home, the personal computer at

transactions, and

is

predicted to increase more rapidly in future also.

home is not always the best platform at times,
because personal computers or laptops are

This paper is organized as follows: at first, there
is working definition of mobile banking, then
investigates the technical developments which
escort the emergence of mobile banking,
followed by a discussion of the procedures and
protocols available for the performance of mobile
banking applications[4]. At the end, review of
future of mobile banking is presented.

MOBILE BANKING: INTRODUCTION AND

normally shared among the peers. Mobile
phones, on the other side, are in actual,
personal devices[7]. They are meant to be
carried by their owner and not supposed to be
used by another party[8]. This privacy feature
and its portability made the mobile phone very
well

suited

for

financial

banking

services

requiring high degree of confidentiality.

TRENDS IN MOBILE TELEPHONE SERVICES

BACKGROUND DEVELOPMENTS
In most of the countries, mobile telephones are
Twenty years back, almost immediately after
realization of the Internet as a way for banking
services, banks as well as telecommunications
companies started to work together towards the
advancement of an online banking service based
on mobile communication[5]. Work was done

dominated by GSM (Global System for Mobile
Communication) which holds more than 70%
to80% of the mobile telephony market. Digital
mobile services offer voice communication as
major part and secure data communication[9].
Mobile phones are operational with a SIM

(Subscriber Identification Module card). The SIM

In the recent past, mobile communications

card can accumulate user data.

standards

evolution

take

in

2G

(second

generation) communication (like GSM), 2.5G
The steady growth of GSM users during last
decade suggests that the number of mobile
banking users will also grow. Current
developments in mobile telephony include
applications
based
on
WAP
(Wireless
Application Protocol)[10], which allows full
access to the Internet at portable device platform.

technologies and youngest among them 3G
(third generation) technologies[11]. The de
facto

standard

in

this

kind

of

global

communications is GSM. In contrast to analogue
telecommunication, cellular standards, which are
précised only at the level of the air interface,

BSC – BASE STATION COTROLLER

GSM is totally specified and all the subsequent
generations derive from these initial standard.

MSC – MOBILE SWITCH CENTRE
OMC- OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT CENTRE

UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System) is a representative of the third

MS - MOBILE STATION

generation technologies, which put forward

BTS - BASE TRANSCEIVER STATION

packet-based transmission of text, voice, video,
and multimedia with a everlasting connection to

SMSC – SHORT MESSAGE SERVICE CENTRE
ISC – INTERNATIONAL SWITCHING CENTRE
EIR- EQUIPMENT IDENTITITY REGISTER

the Internet communication at a speed up to 2
Mbps[12]. A 3G mobile phone is actually a multipurpose device which can be used as a phone
or as a computer device.

AUC- AUTHENTICATION CENTRE
HLR – HOME LOCATION REGISTRY
VLR - VISITOR LOCATION REGISTRY

LATEST
TECHNOLOGIES

COMMUNICATION

WAP is a client-server application paradigm for
mobile devices and servers. It allows the use of
mobile phones for Web browsing and banking
etc. WAP paradigm for wireless communications
takes into account the shortcomings of wireless
data networks as compared to the wired
networks and the downside of mobile handsets
as compared to personal computers[14]. The
development of the data compression and
error correction techniques permit WAP enabled
Figure 2 A Framework For Mobile Banking

devices to offer high quality data transmissions

Services

over very slow and seldom reliable GSM
network.

Multiplexing techniques for UMTS are wide
band-CDMA

(WCDMA)

as

well

as

time

division-code division multiple access (TDCDMA). Japanese standard NTT DoCoMo is one
of

the

well-known

applications

of

3G

communication[13]. Work is going on towards
continuous

improvement

of

wireless

networking technologies in various fields.
While 3G has been penetrated in almost every
region in this

Fundamental mobile banking services include
activities such as account balance checking,
credit limit checking and funds transfer from one
account to another. Customers look forward to
new types of services to be offered by the
emerging

technology,

innovation

in

mobile

banking faces many challenges. As basic
services of banking remain same, but the ease
and approach is different.

world, research on fourth-

generation technologies is already going on.
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